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Since Shanghai-HK Stock Connect downturn for H. S. Index
Since 17-11-2014 Monday scheme of Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock
Connect has launched.
However, quite strange HK’s Heng Seng Index just tended to move
downward, after this connection.
Moreover, this trend existed for NOT only a short period while up to days,
& even weeks persistently. How would this downturn occur under the
economic combination?
What it’s deemed, this could be called an Effect of Northward-oriented
financial movement from South. ------ That’s as if, when it takes higher
correlation between both places, thereafter financial movement will mainly be
shifting from site where higher Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita like
Hong Kong, to lower counterpart, such as Shanghai of Mainland China
currently.
That situation is similar as, if building once more a cross-harbor tunnel to
link between Hong Kong Island (where has higher GDP per capita), & Kowloon
Peninsula what do you think about will furthermore rising, or lowering pressure
be encountered after a while, for extensive residential property prices in
(wealthier) Hong Kong Island? ,,,,,,
From decline of Hong Kong financial Heng Seng Index, after coming into
exercise for Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect, I further reminisced about
the Incident of Occupy-Legislative Yuan of Taiwan in 3/2014, for opposition of
anti-Cross-Strait Trade Service Agreement, between Taiwan, & Mainland
China. Similarly, it could be seen as a campaign to reflection the objection
against this economic closer-link between Taiwan of higher GDP per capita, &
Communist Mainland China.
For respect to rule of law, we HK Chinese certainly shall NOT urge for stop
of this program of financial connect with the one of Shanghai casually! While
on the other hand, be ought furthermore conservative attitude to adopted on
development of such as, anticipated Shenzhen-HK Stock Connect in the
coming future certainly.
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